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Does continuous glucose monitoring during pregnancy improve
glycaemic and health outcomes in women with type 1 diabetes?—
what the CONCEPTT trial adds
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Women with type 1 diabetes are at increased risk of
adverse pregnancy outcomes including: miscarriage,
congenital anomalies, pre-eclampsia, preterm birth, large
for gestational age and admission to neonatal intensive
care, compared to women without type 1 diabetes (1-3).
The degree of risk is related to inadequate glucose control,
determined by increasing glycated haemoglobin A 1c
(HbA1C) levels (1,4), and/or increased placental and vascular
reactivity (5). The relationship between glucose variability
and adverse outcomes in pregnancy is less clear (6).
HbA1c provides an average estimate of glycaemic status over
the previous three months (7). In the UK, the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) suggest
HbA1c in pregnancy can be used to assess the degree of
adverse outcome risk, but NICE do not recommend HbA1c
measurement to assess blood glucose control (8). Similarly,
the American Diabetes Association (ADA) suggests that
HbA1c should only be used as a secondary measure to aid
glycaemic control after self-monitoring of blood glucose.
Therefore, pregnant women mostly use intermittent glucose
monitoring to assess their general control and immediate
glucose levels and adjust insulin dose in response.
Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) is gaining
popularity, via a small device CGM provides measures of
interstitial glucose and involves either the application of a
skin sensor, the application of a subcutaneous sensor, which
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can remain in situ for several days, or the implantation of
a sensor which can last up to three months. CGM devices
provide real time estimates of glucose, allowing immediate
adjustment of insulin dose and can be used in conjunction
with continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion or multiple
daily injections of insulin (9). Trials in non-pregnant
populations suggest CGM compared to intermittent
monitoring is associated with improved HbA 1c (10-12).
There is however limited clinical- and cost-effectiveness
evidence to support the use of CGM in pregnancy, a recent
systematic review (13) was able to include only two trials
(14,15) that directly evaluated CGM with intermittent
glucose monitoring. The review reported lower mean
HbA 1c in the CGM group, no additional measures of
glucose control were reported or measures of health service
costs. There were no differences in any reported perinatal
outcomes (13). The included trials were small and the
evidence was assessed as being low to moderate quality.
Published in the Lancet in September 2017 Denice Feig
and colleagues report the findings of CONCEPTT which
included two well-designed parallel trials of CGM for women
with type 1 diabetes. The trials were for women (I) planning
a pregnancy or (II) already pregnant (16). CONCEPTT
recruited women 18–40 years old, who were receiving
intensive insulin therapy for their type 1 diabetes. The
women could use either continuous subcutaneous insulin
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infusion or multiple daily injections and were randomised
to receive either CGM in addition to intermittent capillary
glucose monitoring or intermittent capillary glucose
monitoring alone.
Outcomes included several measures of glucose control
and health. The primary outcome was difference in change
in HbA 1c from randomisation (women were eligible if
less than 14 weeks’ gestation for the pregnancy trial) to
34 weeks’ gestation, and to 24 weeks or conception in
the planning a pregnancy trial. To achieve the necessary
power to detect a between group mean difference in
HbA1c of 0.5%, 215 pregnant and 110 planning pregnancy
participants were recruited. Secondary outcomes included
measures of glycaemic control including: time in glucose
target range, number of hypoglycaemic episodes and
glycaemic variability including: standard deviation,
mean amplitude of glucose excursion and rate of change
and measures of maternal and infant health including:
gestational hypertension and pre-eclampsia, caesarean
section, large for gestational age, neonatal hypoglycaemia
requiring intravenous dextrose and more than 24 hours
admission to the neonatal intensive care unit.
The pregnancy trial did not demonstrate the magnitude
of between group difference in change in HbA1c anticipated,
it did however show a small but statistically significant
difference favouring CGM over intermittent glucose
monitoring (−0.19%, 95% CI: −0.34 to −0.03; P=0.02). The
planning a pregnancy trial demonstrated a similar between
group difference in change in HbA1c, but because of the
smaller sample size (compared to the pregnancy trial) and
consequent lack of power, the confidence intervals were
wider and included the null value (−0.17%, 95% CI: −0.43
to 0.09; P=0.20). Group health outcomes in the planning a
pregnancy trial was similar.
The usefulness of HbA1c in the assessment of glycaemic
control in the non-pregnant population is well documented
(10,11,17), but knowledge of pregnancy related
haematological changes are required when interpreting
HbA 1c in pregnancy and few studies have provided
pregnancy specific reference ranges (18). Furthermore
HbA 1c levels drop in early pregnancy in concert with
increased red blood cell turn over and HbA1c levels seem
to rise in late pregnancy in most women, but may fall in
some, additionally levels rise with untreated iron deficiency
anaemia, a common pregnancy condition (18-20). These
well recognised limitations make HbA1c less useful in the
assessment of glycaemic control in pregnancy.
In spite of the limitations of HbA1c and small between
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group difference in change in HbA1c at 34 weeks’ gestation,
women in the pregnancy CGM group spent more time in
recommended glucose target range, and less time above
target range than women using intermittent capillary
glucose monitoring alone; unfortunately episodes of
hypoglycaemia were not improved with CGM use. Group
maternal secondary health outcomes did not differ, possibly
because maternal health outcomes are more likely to
be influenced by underlying physiological responses to
pregnancy and less likely to be influenced by the relatively
smaller differences in glucose control demonstrated in this
trial (5). There were however, significant differences in
some important neonatal outcomes; large for gestational
age, neonatal hypoglycaemia, need for high level neonatal
care >24 hours and infant length of hospital stay favouring
CGM; all other reported neonatal outcomes rates were
similar. It seems implausible that the small difference in
HbA1c which is arguably clinically insignificant, resulted in
the improvements in the neonatal outcome rates reported.
A contributing influence however may be the quiescence of
glucose levels and an avoidance of ‘swings’ in glucose that
was shown at 34 weeks gestation in the CGM compared
to the control group i.e., the CGM group demonstrated
an increase in glucose control and reduction in glucose
variability (reflected by more time in target, less time
above target measures, standard deviation, mean amplitude
of glucose excursion and rate of change). Furthermore
the CGM group attended a greater number of scheduled
and unscheduled visits, and, although these visits were
attributed to sensor issues rather than diabetes management
(pregnancy specific visits were not reported), these contacts
may have contributed to the improvement in neonatal
outcomes observed in the CGM group (21).
Despite the probability that the women included in
these trials were more motivated than the general planning
a pregnancy or pregnant diabetic population (by virtue of
taking part in a trial of this nature), only 70% of women
in the pregnancy and 77% in the planning a pregnancy
group used CGM more than 75% of the time. This is
perhaps even more surprising given that around 50% of
participants in both trials used continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion pumps, an insulin delivery system that
requires a high level of motivation and care and encourages
greater glucose surveillance, particularly for women
using pumps with inbuilt CGM systems. Clearly reduced
compliance will limit the effectiveness of CGM and its
impact on outcomes and accordingly compliance should be
maximised. Feig and colleagues (16) report only that CGM
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users were trained and instructed to use the CGM devices
daily, they do not report the requested duration of use or
if any processes were put in place to monitor or increase
compliance. Additionally, many more women using CGM
(compared to the control group) experienced adverse events
(mainly skin reactions) which may have contributed to the
low compliance with CGM. It is not possible to assess the
compliance of intermittent glucose monitoring because Feig
and colleagues (16) only report that both CGM and control
groups were advised to test capillary glucose at least seven
times a day (before and one to two hours after a meal),
information is absent concerning the actual frequency of
intermittent monitoring conducted. This is important
because the frequency of intermittent monitoring may
influence HbA1c particularly in conjunction with healthcare
provider contact (22,23), and as mentioned previously,
scheduled and unscheduled visits with health care providers
were increased in the CGM group. Evidence for the
association between frequency of intermittent monitoring
in pregnancy and HbA1c is limited however (13).
Unfortunately, 20% of the HbA1c measurements and
CGM datasets were missing, these losses were within prespecified limits and the results were similar for the imputed
and complete datasets, suggesting little effect; however it
would be important to try to reduce these losses in future
trials.
To conclude, CONCEPTT included women who were
planning a pregnancy and women already pregnant, half
of the participants used continuous insulin infusion, which
is a high proportion that may be unrepresentative of many
countries or centres and may reflect a uniquely motivated
and educated group of women. Compared to women using
intermittent monitoring, pregnant women randomised to
use CGM demonstrated a greater reduction in HbA1c and
improved measures of glucose control and variability at
34 weeks gestation, and although maternal outcomes were
similar, there were benefits in terms of some important
neonatal outcomes.
Unfortunately, some information is unavailable, notably
the frequency of intermittent glucose monitoring which
may have influenced the primary outcome. Also at a time
when health services are under increasing pressure it is
important that information on the cost-effectiveness of an
intervention is reported by trials. In CONCEPTT, CGM
use was associated with more health care provider visits
which are expensive and costs associated with CGM use
(device and consumables) are considerably greater than
intermittent monitoring, however, CGM was associated
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with health benefits for the infant that may outweigh the
increased costs. Overall this trial has provided encouraging
results that suggests using CGM benefits women in
pregnancy both in terms of glucose control and health
outcomes for their infant.
Further trials should be conducted to confirm these
findings, that consider differences in insulin delivery
systems (pens versus pumps for example), use new
generation CGM that provide hypoglycaemia alarms
and for women using continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion, an insulin suspend facility should be included.
The trials should report frequency of intermittent glucose
monitoring, provide interventions to increase compliance,
and collect information on costs to the health services and
the individual.
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